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You are reminded of the importance of including relevant knowledge from all areas of your course, where appropriate, including the English Legal System.

In answering questions use the source materials and your knowledge of the subject.

Answer all questions.

1* Discuss the relevance of the case of *Lister v Hesley Hall Ltd* (Source 5 page 6 Special Study Materials) to the development of the law of vicarious liability.

Start writing your answer to question 1 below. Start writing your answer to question 2 on page 7.

Start writing your answer to question 3 on page 17.
You are reminded of the importance of including relevant knowledge from all areas of your course, where appropriate, including the English Legal System.

In answering questions use the source materials and your knowledge of the subject.

2* In Source 1 (page 2 lines 9–11 Special Study Materials) Howarth and O’Sullivan state that: “The most widely accepted theory [of the justification of vicarious liability] is that the person with the power of control and direction over the actor is usually the best fitted to absorb the loss ....”

Discuss the extent to which vicarious liability is fair on employers in the light of the above statement. [34]

Start writing your answer to question 2 below. Start writing your answer to question 3 on page 17.
You are reminded of the importance of including relevant knowledge from all areas of your course, where appropriate, including the English Legal System.

In answering questions use the source materials and your knowledge of the subject.

3 Consider whether or not the defendants will be vicariously liable in each of the following situations:

(a) Alice works at home making Christmas crackers. All the work which Alice undertakes and all the equipment she needs comes from Crackz Ltd. Alice works for a rate of £5 per hundred crackers. She can choose her own working hours. Crackz deduct tax and national insurance from Alice's earnings. Recently Alice negligently put too many bangers in some crackers. Consequently, Crackz is being sued by a claimant for injuries caused by an exploding cracker. 

(b) Barrinder works as a full-time employed cab driver for Speedi-Cabz. Speedi-Cabz is in competition with Kwik-Karz. Speedi-Cabz has a strict rule that cab drivers are only to take one job at a time. However, Barrinder has been listening in to the Kwik-Karz radio channel and stealing its customers when he already has his own. Whilst rushing to pick up a Kwik-Karz customer from the local airport, Barrinder negligently damages the claimant's car.

(c) Craig is employed by a security firm called TuffGuyz who hire him out to TrimPrice supermarket as a security guard. Craig's role is to deal with shoplifting and TrimPrice is happy to let him run things as he likes since this maintains his authority and TrimPrice benefits from his no nonsense approach. Eddie tries to enter TrimPrice but Craig stops him. A scuffle breaks out and Craig is left looking embarrassed when Eddie beats him up before running off and threatening to return. Later that day Craig sees Eddie over the road. Craig thinks Eddie is going to try and get into TrimPrice again. Craig crosses the road and pulls out a knife which he uses to stab Eddie in the chest causing him considerable injuries which Eddie now wishes to claim for.

Start writing your answer to question 3 below.

Write the number of the part question (a), (b) or (c) in the margin.